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ORAL COIEIUNIC;ITITT APPREHETISION AS A FT.:1CmIOM OF

-FAIIILY SIZE: A PRE=INARY INVESTIGATIM

by

Fred L. Randolph and James C. ncCroskey

l!est Virginia University

Abstract-

Previous research relating to oral communication apprehension has
been focused primarily on its correlates and effects in the individual's
life- Little has been done to identify the Causes of oral communication
apprehension. In tnis paper a theoretical model is proposed which
attemnts to explain how orai communication apprehension is caused. The
nrimary causative agents included in the model are family structure and
levels of communication skill development. ,,21 study is reported which
indicates that children from large iamilLes re?ort much higher levels
of oral com,unication apprehension than do children from moderate sized
or small families. Since the study provided a test of only one major
component in the theoretical model., additional research involving the
remaining components is recoMmended.

Competitively selected pPper presented at the annual convention of the
Eastern Communication Association, Mew York, 'larch, 1977.
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Oral COmmunication Apprehension as a Function of
Family Size: A Pr,YLLainary Investigation

PrevioUs research which has investigated the behavior of people
with high levels of oral ccmlunication aporehension has found a consis-
tent pattern of withdrawel from and avoidance of communication
(McCroskey, 1976) . The results of such.behavior have been found to
include negative perceptions on the part of other people in the person's
environment (MoCroskey,,Daly,'Richmond, & Cox, 1975; McCroskey & Rich-
mond, 1976) , lowered success in school (McCroskey & Andersen, 1976),
less liklihood of obtaining employment (Daly & Léth, 1976), and less
liklihood of retaining employment (Scott, McCroskey, and Sheahan, 1976).

While much is now known about the behavior of people with high
communication apprehension and the resultant impact on their lives,
little is known about the causative agents which produce communication
apprehension in .individuals. The purpose of this naper is to advance
a theoretical model which explains the development.of communication
apprehension in 'children and a preliminary-test of that model.

A Theory of Oral Communication APprehension Development

Recent,research suggests that family size is a major contributor
to differences among children. In a study of nearly 400,000 19year-
olds, the entire male population of the Netherlands who reached 19
years of age between 1963 and 1966, Belmont and Marella (1973) found
that intelligence and family size were highly associatech Children
from larger families had lower IQs than children from smaller families
and, within a constant family size, the children born early had higher
IOs than the children born later.

A subsequent analysis of these data by Zajonc and Markus (1975)
indicated that 69 percent of the variance in IQ scores could be account-
ed for by birth-order, family size, and Spacing? between children. When
these sources Of variance were controlled; interfamily variables such
as socio-economic class failed tO account for significant variance in
IQ. While there may be real differences in IQ leVels of children
from different socio-economic groups, this variance can be accounted
fcr by family size and spacing without reference to the demographic
variables.

The theoretical explanation for the predictive'power of birth order
family size, and family spacing advanced by Zajonc and Markus,(1975)-
iS of particular import, for it prevides an analog for the theory to bc
advanced in thiri paper. Zajonc and Markus (1975) argue that, in
large part, the intellectual development of a child is a function of
the intellectual stimulation the child receives within the Eztnily.
thus,.if other things are equal, the child with verV bright and- intel-
lectually stimula'Ang parents will have greater intellectual develop-
ment than the child of parents with lesser intellectual ability. But,
other things are not equal, .even for two children in the same family.
Intellectual development is not only a function of parental stimulation,
but alsO of stirulation from all other fwaily members as well. Thus,
the best predictor of the intellectual development of the child is the
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average of the intellectual stimulation he or she receives. Since
children typically have lower intellectual capacities than adults
(when net corrected for age), the more children in a child's environ-
ment, the lower will be the average of that child's intellectual

stimulation. The data analyzed by .Zajone and Plarcus (1975) provide
considerable support for this theory. \-

The development of intellectual ability and the develonment of
communication ability have strong similarities. They are analogous,

that is, net isomorphic. It is obvious that under normal circumstances
children,develoP the language of their narents;- children of English
speaking.narents learn English not Korean, children whose parents
speak with a cockney accent will develop that accent - not Southern

"American. Obviously, then, communication.development of a child is,
a.t least in part, a. function of communication stimulation from the
models in the child's nvironment. This applies not only to the type
of language the child learns to communicate (eg, 7ng1ish or German},
but also the quality of the skills that child develops. Thus, if

other things are ecital, the child with parents who are highly skilled
communicators will 'develon better communication skills than the child
of parents with lesser skills. But, once-again, other things are not
equal, even for two children in the same family.

Communication development is not only the function of interaction
with parental models, but also of interaction with all other family
members as well. . Thus, the best predictor of the communicationdevelep-
ment of the child is the average of the communication models with whom
he or she interacts. Since ohildren typically have lesser comtunication.
_skills than adults,Hthe more children in a child's environment, the lowec;,

will be the qualitative,average-cf the communication skills of the
models with whom the child interacts. We should predict, therefore,
that as the number of children in a family increases, the quality of .the
communication skills of the children in that.family decreases.

-No, research has been rePOrted which Specifically tests this theory
with respect to the total communication development (verbal and nen-

verbal) of children. However, some research on verbal development
provides supportive evidence. Lehman (1971), for examnlei found that
18-34 month Old children from middle-class families with no siblings
had superior language development to those with a large .nnmber of sib-

lings. Additional support-is provided for the hypothesized.lona7term
impact of birth order and composition on communication development by
Breland (1973). In Breland's study .of nearly SOO,C00 stud'eents who were

administered the National Merit Scholarship Qualification. Pest, it was
found that earlyborn and.first born children registered significantly
higher VerL:al skills .(within :-constent family sizes) and that closely
-following siblings tended to score lower than those with a larger time
gap between themselves and their older brother or sister.

On the bosis of this research. we may acCept tentatively the hypoth-
esis that increased family size-results in lower levels of communication

skill development; We need.to consider why this May be true.
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Theories of language ,and communication .development emphasize
not only modeling but also reinforcement Patter-ns as causative agents.
Children eXposed to goo r'r,pmlln4cation attempt to
emulate those models. If the child subscrsuently is reinforced for the
communication behaviors exhibited, th,3y will tcnd to become a permanent
part of the child's behavioral reral.toire. If the child is not rein-
forced for the communication behaviors exibit,,d, they will tend to be
extinguisheci The develoPment of confidence in one's communication
ability, the reciprocal of communication apprdhension, is most likely
the result of positive reinforcement for suCcessful communication
efforts

Presuming the above analysis is correct, we can intearate it with
our theory relating to family size and communication skill development
to explain how communication apprehension may develop. The following
nropositions emerge:

1. :Reinforcement for communication in childhood results.. in
increaSed confidence in the child about-her or his communi-
cation; lack of reinforcement and/or aversive responses to a_
child's communication attempts result in reduced confidence,
ergo increased communication apprehension.

2: A child who-develops and exhibits skill in communication early
will receive more reinforcement than other children.

3. With biological maturation held constant the acquisition of
communication skills is a function of, the child's interaction
with communication models in the child's environment and the
amodnt and quality of reinforcement th,- child receives from
that interaction.

4. On average, the best available communication models for a child
are the child's parents, but the more children present in the
family, the lower the percentage of the total interaction of
the child with the parents.

5. In the typical family, the communication.models that will
provide the most discriminating reinforcement for the child
will be the parents; other children are more likely to provide
indiscriminate reinforcement according to their own needs or to
ignore communication attempts of Other, particularly younger,
children.

The therrfy advanced here, therefore, argues that as the number of
children iu a family,increases, the children have, on average, poorer
c.-)mirtunica:rir-)n models in their environment and, on avPrage., the quality
of discrimination in reinforcement for communicz4tion rl.ecreases.
Children '!-)ecom.:3: ConcLion models, for lothyounger an(2 older child-.
ren hut pakticuialy for youncl.er.(_.,n,.;s. and the oeL1 ie durrior
the adulL; pare.otal mcv:teli;;In addition, children are less likely to
mak,hiqh quality 0.is(;zimiiiatiojis in their r2infortemc2nt of the
c(:mmunication 1,ehavior of other children thus good skills receive
less reinforcement.than woulrl cone fron adults while poor skills
receive.moro reinforcement than would come from adults. Consequently,
as family size increases,.average communication skill.levels of the_.
children, particularly the younger children., decrease.. Since ih-
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creased communication skills results in increased probalAlity of
pooitive- reinforcement, frrm both narents and other childrcn, and
positive reinforcr,Ari prod incrpnol crInfic!(,? r11 i-hrz prt rif

the child, children from larger faA4lies will develop less confid-nce,
thus More,communication apprehensic,n, than childrctn from-smaller

Three additional proriositions provide amnlification of this

theoretical model:

6. The impact of family size on communication annrehension will
be increased for later-born children. Early-born children
will have a larger nortion of their formative years in a
smaller family unit.. .

7. '7ide time gaps between the births of children in the family
reduce the impact of family size on communication apprehension
while small time gaps or multiple births increase the imnact
of family size on communication apprehension. If olrler child-
ren are approaching adulthood when the new child is born, the 7-
,qualitative average communication models and average reinforce-
ment discrimination levels in the family are closer to the
parental norm for that child. In addition, the communication
abilities and confidence levels of the older children are more
firmly established and less likely to be affected by the new.
sibling. The obverse of.this should hold true when siblings _

are closer in age, narticularly in instancet of multiple,births

8 The absence of one parent from the family unit increases the
imPac6of family size on communication apprehension. In

fatherless or motherless homes (presuming there is no sub-
stitute available, eg. stepfather, stepmother) , the average
quality of the communication models in the family unit is
reduced much more by the birth of an additional child than when
.two parental models-are present. .In addition economic-demands
may.reduce the time.the remaining parent has to interact-with
and reinforce the children.

A Preliminary Test of the Theoretical 9odel

.The theoretical model advanced here argues-that family size,
birth orCer, sibling spacing, and number of available parental models
contribute to the variability in communication apnrehension among young
peoPle, and subsequently.adults, Present in society.- The study reported
below:was designed as a preliminary test of the Model. As a prelimin-
ary:test it' Was not intended to be either a definitiVe study or an

adequate test of the complete model. Rather, itrwas restricted in scope
-to the family size component of the model, with emphasis on eXtreme
differen.qe,9 in this component.' The results are offered here, therefore,
not as proof that the theoretical:model is correct, but rather to
indicate hat moze,intensive testing of the model is likely to be
fruitful.
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Hypothesis. The hypothesis tested in this study was that
children from small families (oPerationalized as cnly children) will

report lower levels of communication zYoprehension than childi.'en from

moderate sized families (ooeraticnalized as 2-5 children) who will in
turn report lower communication aporc:=:_:ion than children from large
families (operationalizad as over 6 child1-2n).

Procedure. The subjects in this study were 128 students in a
medium sized Catholic high school in the Eastern United StateS. A two-

page questionnaire was administered to the subjects by their classroom
teacher. One page of the instrument asked the subjects to list all of
the children in their family, including themselves, by first name,
The other Page was a self-report measure of oral communication appre-

hension. The measure was a short form (10 item) version of the PRCA
(11cCroskey, 1970). In pilot testing with other secondary school
students (N = 1106) the instrument was found to yield an internal-
(split-half) reliability estimate of .89. It was also found to correlatc
with the longer PRCA form at-.92 with another sample of subjects
(M = 275). Estimated internal reliability in this study'was also .29.

The data were submitted to analysis of variance with the three
levels of family size serving as the independent variable and the short-
form PRCA.scorc:s serving as the dependent variable. Directional t
tests were computed to test the research hypothesis. 'Alpha was set
at p (.05,

Results. The analysis-of variance indicated a significant effect

for family size (F= 4,65, p (.02). The obtained means were in the
directiop hypothesized; small family )-(' = 23.25; moderate family -)- =

26.05; large. family 7= 32,36. The subsecment t-tests indicated that
the mean for the students from large families was.significantly higher
than that for either medium (t = 2.76, p%-.:45) or small families

Ct. = 2.72, p<.05). The diffe-rences between the means for the small
and moderate-sized families, although in the hyPothesized direction,

' was not statistically significant (t =

Discussion

Given the small sample of subjects employed in this preliminary
study and the fact that three of the four central elements in the
theoretical model were not controlled in the study, the results cannot
be interpreted as conclusive supPort for the model. Mevertheless, the .

results are very encouraging.

The measure of communication apprehension permitted a potential
range of scores from 10.to 50. The obtained range was from 11 to.47.
Thus, the mean difference of 9.11 between large and small families was
very large and meaningful it represents over.25 per cent of the actual
difference between the highest and lowest individual Scores in. the .

sample. Conse,7uently, it is not surprising that there was little
overlap in the score-distributions'of-children from small and large
families. If we accept the standard for classifying high apnrehensives
commonly employed in previous research (c.f.. T1cCroskey, 1972), that is,
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=CT

stuLy is reported which indicates that interPersonal.distance nreferences

for pales are, in oart, a function of an individual's level of communidation

apprehension. sinilar relationship as found for fenale subjects. The

results for iales are eyp1ained in terT-.s of an interaction-among desire to

avoid commUnication, eye contact, and degree of positive affect for another

person in a dyad. ,

A siLmlation pethod for oI:taining interpersonal distance preferences,

which appears to generate valid data, is described anp suggested for future use.

a

Competitively selectee paper ?resented. at the.annual convention of the tastern.

Communication .7ssociation, 1:ev Harch, 1977.
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Interpersonal Space Preferencec Zs , :Unction of

and Comunicaticn T7,prehensien

Tne distance beteen cola in interactinc; tvads has :_ean the focus of
nurerous studies. It is clear that a person 7:ill adju,t try> distance .-e.tween

her/himself and another member of a dyad in ortler to achieve a comfortable
interpersonal smacing.relationshic1.- VIdle sp-:.e general norms for comfortable
interpersonal distances have .,een suggested (cf. 171all, 1959) for the :'7orth

Tnerican culture, many variables hav been found ':Thich the generalizability

of any set of distance norms.

In a summary of the literature in this area, Knapp (1972) notes the following
variables which have been found to irpact internewonal snacing preferences
54y_ of the dyad 1172,ers- race of the dyad merbersiOsuperior-peer-subordinate
-relationships, fariliarity of the dyad rerLers, degree of friendship, status,
interaction setting, topic of interaction, physical appearance, and desire-
for approval. :.:napp (1972) also notes that research has examined the relation-
ship between:personality type and interpersonal distance preference. Unlike

the research involving ether variables, the research relating to personality
variables, Particularly introversion-extroversion, has not produced a consistent
pattern of results. This may account for the fact that relatively few
studies have ',_:een reported related to per'sonality and interpersonal distance,

or the less than clear picture that maY'.-13 drawn from the available studies

ray be a reflection of their small number.

In recent years one Personality-type variahle, oral comnunication appre-
hension, has received increasing attention from communication researchers.
Oral coL7.1unication apprehension (U) has h,een defined as an individual's level
of fear or am-iety associated T7ith either real or anticipated co17.runication
'with another person or persOns (1:cCroskey, 1976). The research involvinc CA
has indicated a consistent behavioral pattern of People with hich levels of

CT. which involves avoidance of and withdrawel from communication encounters
(11cCroskey, 1976).

Although very little of the Previous research involving CA has included
an examination of nonvertal communication 7-.)ehaviors, "cCroSkey' (1976) has specu=

lated that CA ,ould be reflected in a variety of nonverbal con-munication behav-
iors. Of particular conseguence.for the present research is his hypothesis
that -since high con.runication apprehensivesdesire to avoid communication..
they ill establish greater personal space distances... than persons with

lower levels. of CT (cCroskey, 1976, p.43). 7hi1e this hypothesis is in7

tuituvely satisfyinc, the complex interaction of nonverbal communication
behaviors foUnd in many previous studies .(.:napp, 1972) leads us to be

hesitant to accept it on its face. For example, in the same article,ncCroskey
(1976) notes that the 'establishment of eye contact generally increases the
probahility of communication atterpts and the continuation of interaction

beteen people (p. 43). This observation led icCroskey to hypothesize that,
since7Peop1e with high CA wish to avoid communication, 'they will encage in

less direct eye contact and less prolonged eye contact than people "iith less
communication apprehension' (1976, p.43). This hynothesis.is also intutitivly
satisfying, but if we consider it along with the previous hypothesis, we would
be.suggesting that as people move closer in
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their internersonal interaction their ivol of- eye contact ino-eases.
suggestion is cli-ectiv-contra-..-y to the findings of 72revious rcsnai-ch that has

era-Si-A-nod the relationship bet"een interPerscnal distance anzl eve -..chavicr.

gerrl, this research kss fou... that a7 dist.---ce increase:, ai7e contact

increases (cf. r.7c.ld:-err:, :iasjer, and.. Collins, -)artioularl- for malcs.

:jecause of the prohle interaction a!onr desire for communication, inttr-

Pciaonal di:7tance, and eye contact, sirple rain-effect Predictions 5OCh as th.ose

adv,=nced 7:cCrosl:ey (1P7C), -hile a2narently annronriat2 in isoistirn, are

very likely to be confounded in actual interaction hohai.-ior. Consec7aentlY,

since the current ini:estigation is-only an exeloratorv st,.2dv: Q c.lose to

advance a research guestion rather than a snecific hkrnothesis. nestion

hiQh and lor. coli,munication eporchansives Ciffr in t7,eir internersonal

distance preferences?'

'ethod

;..sal.,,ple of 316 collece stucients enrc'lled in zasic cormunicstion- classes

yere adrinistare,--1 t.le Personal Peport of communication 7'nprehension (P'RCZ;.

:cCroskey 1970) to determine their level of CA. The Ss yho scored beyond

one standard deviation,above the mean for the sarele were classified as hioh

afTro:lensives (:.=55), ancl those that scored bevondl one standard deviation helc"

..tbe mean were classifi,ed as low apnrehensives (h=42). The estimated internal

.(split-21alves) of the PRCA "as .92.

Intermersonal distance preferences were measured throuoh a sintliited

in'aeraotion procedure.' Ps -ere oresented a diagram of a room descrihodas 15

feet. 13feet, hut drai:m to a scale yhere one rillircter eoualled 1.4-eisch.

rocr. diacra,. 1!as Placed a dot. Fs Yore in--:tructed as.Zollows

'Presume you are to enter the room ra2resented by the brs: to talk irith

(person varied, see 1:,elo"). The dot in the 1.ox represents 'there (the person

previously identified) is sittinc7. Please Place :-, dot in .the hox iihere you .

yould prefer to sit to talk .7ith (this nerson).'

'Cince cravie-lis reTe;:rch (cf. 7nso;), 197) hos indicated that sex of

Npth dyad merrs, derrr.:o "of familiarity. 1..et.Yeen dyad members, and .der:ree of

friendship.betYeen Cyaci renhers have an inpact on interpersonr1 distance
preferences, each S !-7as asaed to repeat the above described Proccdu'n! for si.r
target persons (order determined randomly .for eac. ). The sir targets 'iore:

'best friend, opposite :iex, k':est friend, same ser; a person of sanc age and

sex not mat previously: a Person of sw:2 age 1.)ut opnosite sex not tet pre-

vioualy7 the teacher that 'you like most'; ahd thc tdacher 'you like least'.

Prior to further data analyses, the djtained ran distances for each

target ware transformed to inches so that the o:;tained distances could be

oorTared to. nreviously surgested norms in order to checl- the validity of the

simulated inter.action Procedure eMployed. On a priori rround. consiering
Previous research (of'. Loathers, 1976, n. 50) , it yes believed.that the t."o

best-friend inductions Yereoperationalizations of 'intimate" relationships,'

the tic) new acquaintance inductions and the bestmliked-teacl.er induction Yere

operationalizations of 'personal' relationships, and the least liked teacher

,was an operationalization of a 'social-consultive relationship. Table 1-reports

the expected distances for each of these relationships and the observed means Tor

bothr.males and females. All but one of the e:Tectations was confired. The one ex-
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ception, r:ale Ss ith est friend of same sex, .lso probably should. 7.e cOnsidered
as meeting expectation, since pro\dous n.:search has consistently observed that
males in the Corth American culture avoid inti....71ato distanceS with other males,
even good friends, because of the culturally Aon of male-
male touching with homosezuality. On the basis lary analysis,

it was concluded that the simulation orocRdure valid data
. relating to interpersonal distance preferences.

The next steP in the data analyses was the computation of a series of
two-way analyses of variance with the distance preferences for the six target
people serving as dependent variables. The independent variables in these
analyseswere sex of subject, male and female, and, CA leVel of subject, high

% and low (moderates were not included in these anlaystAs since they were not
invelved in the' research question). The alpha level forsignificance was set
at .05.

re sults
. '

Significant (p ;05) interaction effects were.obtained2for the analyses
for both best-friendtargetsi both teacher targets, -and the new person of the
:same sext.arget. For the newjperson of the,opposite sex target,Hsignificant
effects were observed for sex of subject (F = 9.34, p (.05). 'Females

= 36.9 inches). preferred greater distances than males (R" = 25.5). Apprehen-
sion effeCts appkodched significance (3 = 3.57), but did not meet the established
significance_criterion. Ifigh apprehensiVes yielded a mean preference of.30.0

thelow apprehensiVe preferance was 32.1.

Because of .E.he obtained significant interactions on the remaining targets,
differences:afflong means were prebed employing the Sheffe: proce6urc. The
obtained meanst.:converted to inches, for the'vatious targets and conditions
are repOrted in'Table 2.

' 1s noteiid Table 21.in every:case the male.high and 1.-ale low communication
' apprehensives, diiWedsignifidantly in-their interpersonal distance preferences.
1:1ollever, none cfAhe,Comparisons between female high and low apprehenSives.

' were .signif4ant. For three targets (both best-;friend targets and the new
,person,-same ,sex target). the male low apprehensive. Ss preferrecLgreater
'distance than feiraleS,inciher apPrehension condition. For the teacher most
liked, the male Idgh-apprehensives,-preferred a-significantly'smaller' distance
than the fetale high apprehensives. Finally,forthe teacher feast-liked,-,the
.high apprehenSive MalesiPreferred a significantly larger distance than either_
condition orfemales, while the loW apprehensive malea preferred a significantly
smaller distande then either condition Of females.

DiScussiOn

. is clear tnat an adswer to our research question concerninginterpersonaL.
distance preferrenceS, of high andlow communication apprehensive individuals
-must take inta aceount the sex of the individual and the'degree'of positive
affect felt toward the target.person. Interpretation of the results for .

'female SS Is relatively Unambiguous, since no significant difference between
'apprehension conditiOnswas observed for any target person. ,reparently, a
fetale's- level Of comraunicatiOn apprehension does not mediate,her interperSonal

distpce,preference.
.0
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For males,.cn the other hand, apprehension level anpears to be a mediating

variable. For people that are liked or new acguaintances,'high communication

apprehensive males prefer internersonaI distances about 6-to 9. inches closer

than those preferred by low communication apprehensive males. The reverse

pattern exists when the target person is.disliked. In fact, high -apprehensives

indicated a preference almost 211 feet more distant than low appreliansives for

.the disliked teadher.

The explanation for the reversal of pattern between (.1 disliked

individuals may be a function of an interaction of distance ar. eye contact

'Preferences. Previous research has 'suggested a linear relationshipfor males

.betweeneye contact and interpersonal distance--as distance_increases, eye

contact increases: Thus, to avoid.eye contact (which tends to force increased

interaction) in intimate and personal encounters, highly apprehensive males

'may move closer to another person. The data in this study point toward this

'explanation, particularly in light of the fact that the only significant

difference observed.between high apprehensive males and females in either

apprehension-condition waain the liked-teacher-condition where the high

apprehensive males preferred'a smaller distance than the high apprehensive

females, a reversal of the normal sexual preference pattern. The distance.

required for social-consultive'interaction, such as with.a disliked teacher,

may result in a reversal.of this general pattern., Since.the minimum distance'

required (normative patterns suggest about four feet) makes avoidance of

eye contact difficult for a male, the high apprehensive May moveevenfarther

away in ah unconscious attemp.ttosignal the other person that he wishe to

keep the Interaction as'briefas possible. On the-other hand, the by, apprehen-

sive male., as the data in.this study:tend to suggest, may move as close as

possible within the-social-consultive range in order to exert as much control

of the interaction as possible to attain his desired objectives.

Conclusions
.

The main.conclusion we'can draw from this exploratory,studv is that

.

communication apprehension is, a probable mediator of interpersonal distance

preferences of males, ut not of females. However, replication of this

research, preferably with different operationalizations-of distance

preference, is,suggested.prior to drawing any firm generalizations in thiS

regard.

A second conclusion that may bp advanced "tentatively is that the situlation

Method for estimating distance preferences employed in this.study holds

conA'iderable promise for'generating valid data'in future studies Of interper-

sonal distance. The resultS of thiS method generated distances very comparable

to those found in previous studies in more naturalistic environments,and

suggest the Method'should be considered by future reSearchers, particularly
1

when unfunded, exploratorYresearch is involved.
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TABLE 1

Expected and Cbserved Interpersonal Distance Preferences*

Source Type of
-Induction Relationshin

Distance Range
ExpeCted

,Observed Male

Ss Distance

Observed Female
Ss .Distance

Best Friend/
Opposite Sex Intimate 12.7 11.2

3es :riend/
.Same Sex Intimate 0-18 26.5 153

New Person/
Onposite Sex. Personal 18-48 27.9 34.2

:New Person/
Same Sex Personal 18-43 40.5 30.3

Teacher/
,Liked Perspnal . 18-48 27.3 ,22.4

Teacher/ Social/
Disliked Consultive 487120 65.2 58.4

*ReCorded in inches.

TADLE 2

Ilean istance Preferences by Target,
Sax, and Apprehension Level*

.Subject
Condition

nest Friend'
Onposite Sex

Best Friend
Same Sex

New Person
Same Sex

Teacher Teather
-Most Liked Least Liked

Male
Hh Apprehensi .9 19.0a 34.8a 16.E.:: 76.8ab

Law Apprehensive 1 .4ab 28.4ab 42.8ab 25.3a* 47.2aC

Female
FIigh Apprhensive :LL.Ob 14.43D ,32.5b .. 25.9b 60.9bc

Low Apprehensive 9.8b ,14,7b 29.4b 19:6 59.0be

*Recorded in inches.
a-Means for same sex in same,column are sianificantly different, p < .05.

b,c Means for:opposite sex in same column are significantly different, piC.05.
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COUiU !ICATI TIPREHE, ism lI 4ARITL. PIMP TIOY!SIUPS

OF COLLEGF GRADIFTES!

FXPLOPT,TnRY

James C. ncCroskey anr1 ilonika M. retzschmar

TJSIT47,CT

N -An-exploratory study, is reported which indicateS that .1ligh communication
apprehensives-aremore likely to marry irnediately upon gracalation from college
and have tever children than cpderate orlow comnunication apprehensives. Low

communication apprehensives %-i2re founT. to lie ncra likely than others,to-
describe,their marria7,e ,ab \re- unhap: and, if .....ivorced, to percieve their

spouse to most want the diva:.

,Competitively selected paper 7,rosc!r-d at the annual convention of the Eastern
Communication Pssociation, Nc, :.,arch, 1977.
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Communicption Lpprehension and,flarital Relationships
of College Graduatet:

Zn Exnloratory Investigation

,
Research related ot oral cOmmunication apprehension (CA) has expanded

rapidly.in. recent years. Mich of this research has focused.on the correlates
and effects of CA. The results of this research have indicated that people
with high levels of CP,.as compared to neople With low levels, tend to avoid
and withdraw from comrmnication, be perceived negatively by others, are less
satisfied in their etplovment do less well in academiework, and be less
'likely to register or,vote.1

. Comparatively little.attention has been' directed toward possible differences
in.s07.1a1 behaViors among peonle with.differing levels of CT. The one study

;reported in this area found that; among college students, people with high
-1.evels of CA .(as compared with people with ,lower levels) were lesSlikely to
interact With peer:strangers, were less likely.to accept a blind date, had less
dates, but were.more likely to engage in exclusive (steady) dating.2 The

authors of that study called for,additional research designed to deteMine
'whether the Social uattern ebserVed was unique'to the eellege environment or
ymptoratic of a.,,life-long pattern. Two hypotheses advanced.in-thatpaper
were considered in the present investigation. They: were!-.

-H1: High Communication'apPrehensives.rarry at an earlier age than low

.comraunication,anprehensives.
High communication-apprehensives are less likely to seek a divorce
than are low communication apprehensives:

.Both, of these hypotheses are based on theunderlying assurption that
people with high CA, like other.people, have a need for-love'and affection',
bUt that it is.Mbre difficult fer them -eO.engage"in the necessary sbcial inter-
adtion with others:to find a mate: COnsequently, if they find soreone accept-
able they are more likelyto desireYto make a permanent bond (Marriage).than'
people who find social interaction easier and more pleasant. Y?-erucial

peribd.for thecollege student with high CA, therefore, occurS at the tire
of graduation This is A period requiring geographical relocation for many
students and, hence,..the decision to marry or allow acollege relationship
'tO terminate,. r.7e hynothesized, therefore, that college graduates with high
CA.will marry more frequently'at ages 21 and 22 (the age Of most Students at
graduation) than any other age, but7 no similar pattern w41 be observed-for
peoPle with lover levels of CA.

Oith regard-to the divorce hYpotheSis, we were less.confident in the-
.underlying.rationale Although the desire to:maintain a relationship should
be stronger.for'the person with high-CA, and thus a stronger preSsure against
-divorce, diVoice Statiatics indicate a strong.relationahip between early'
:marriage and frequency of divorce. Hence,' if people with high CA marry younger

we shpuld'predict they wouldbe'more likely to divorce later, 'Consequently,

we approach the divorce issue with a research auestion rather than a' directional

hypothesis. :That question Was: Do college gradual:2, with high and low levels

of CA differ.in frequency of divorce?

..In addition to the behavioral questions raised by the hypothesis and
research.question noted'aboVe,:we were also concerned with potential attitudinal

. .
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differences among both married And divorcedindividuals that.could be a function

of CA level. Any clear differences.in attitddes.Would help explain differences

(or lack of same) Observed inbehevior. :nsegueatly, we posed the following

research questions: Among married college graduates, do individuals with high

and low;CA;differ in the degree to which they see their marriage as "happy?"

Among divorced .collerre graduates:do individuals with high and low CA differ

in the:6egree..1.to Which they see:themselves (as Opposed to their former spouse)

'aS:the instigator Of:the divorCe?

One final research question was posed for,this exploratory investigationN

.
Among college graduates do people.with high. and LOW CA differ .in the number of NNN

children they have? Since children impose,considerdble demand on parents for

cOmmunication,_particularly as they mature'beyond :i.nfancy, we suspected that

people with- highCA might be likely to have less children than would People

with lower. CA. However, since there has been no previous research.inthis

,area, we choSe to,explore this possibility with a research question rather

than a formal, directional hypothesis.

i,ethod

A total-of 571 col1e7e graduates living in five Fastern stated (narylahd,

Ohio,'Pennsylvania, Virginia, and West Virginia) servedassUbjects in this

study. Of the 571 subjects, 457 were married or had been,114thad never been

married, and.44 ere'divorced. The ages-of the subjects ranged,from 21 to 77.

All were eoployed as teachersoadministrators, or,teacher's aides in public

or Private sehoolb, There,Were 452 females And 91 males. Twenty=eight subjects'

did not record their sex.

Subjects were asked to complete o 10-item measure of CA. The measure was

a short forM of the PRCA3 which,had ben found to correlate ._90'with the,longer

form in previous research. Theinternal reliabilitY-of the instrument was

.

estimated to he,.SD for this samnle. In addition, the'sUbjects were asked co

indicate their age, sex, whether they had.ever been married, and (if once-

married) the number of children they'had, whether they had ever been divorced,

and if so, whether they. or their spouse most wanted the divorce. They were

,also asked to estil7ate the happiness of their.first marriage on a .,-:point

shale Ixjuncl at.the extremesby "very unhanpy":,and 'very happy.

.Subjects who scOred OeYond.one standard deviation above the mean on the

CA measure Were classified.as high apprehensive, those scoring beyondone

standard deviation below the mean :lere claSsified as,low apprehenSive.. The

.
remaining subjects were-classified 'as moderate: .P.preliminaty analysis bf.the

data indicated that there was.no difference in mean CA scores for =arried and

unmarried subjects. The means for both were.29..1. Similarly, there was no

difference in freency of high7moderate-low Ciassifications.betweenthe two

groups (chi-squarc 1.32, p>,50) Since never-married subjects were not in-

volved in:the hypc_iesis or research, questions for this study, they were hot

incItded'in sulpsTaent analyses.

The data relating tothe,hypothesis concerning age of marriage were analyzed

'bymeans of a 3 :E 3 chi-square4; One independent va=iabie was:apprehension -

level (low, moderate, and_high) and.theother as time;of marriage (below 21,

21 or 22, ancl,ovc.-.: 22)' ::
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To analyze the data relating to the question concerning the relationship

between. CA level and divorce, the data were analyzed by means of a 2 X 3 chi-

square. The three levels'of CA served as one classification and marital:status

(divorced:not divorced) served.as-the other.

Because of the doubious intervalidity of the happiness measure and its

unknown reliability and validity, it was,decided to reduce the responses

on the scale to the nominal level.. nespondents marking 1 or 2. were classi-

.fied as unhappy, those narking 8 or 9 were classified as happy, and the

remainder were classified as moderate. The data were then analyzed by means

of a 3 X. 3.chi-square- (3 levels of CA, 3 levels ofhappinoss).

ddLa relFing D most desired a divorce obtained froM the divorced

sUt-iacts were analyzed by 2 X 3 chi-square, with.CA level as one c1assifica7

.
ticn variable and individual most wanting the divorce (self or spouse) serving

Wthe ether.

'The number of children the subjects reported having ranged Trom none to

eight. ..The mean. !..?_s only 1.2 and the distribution was markedly Skewed. .

Consequently, it was decided to reject paremetiic analysis of these data in

fAvor).of a chi-square analysis. lience, sUbjects were classified as either .

havingbelow the median numberof Childr=k (0 or 1) or aboye the median(278).

The 2. X-'3 chi-square performed employed these classifications-as-one-variable---

- and theythree.CT levels as the other.

.

The .05 Alpha le7e1 was set for tL significance of all tests.

--Fesults

The.results of t analysis of. the date concetning aae at marriage indicated

a significant association netween marriage ageand level of CT -(0i:square =

16.71, e.f. = 4, p As indicated in Table 1, sujects with eitherl-___

r,oderate or lw.CT. presented no apparent ace pattern, distributina themselves

aimost-equaIly.across the threeage classifications': Peoplewith high cA.,

however,'showed a.marke pattern. .Over half Of the subjects in this group were

married at ages 21 or

The analysis Of the data related to CT level and divorce indicated no

significant association between these.var
There was, howev2r, a sianificant association (see Table 2) found between CA

and happiness'level among &..e Parried subjects. (chi-square,= 13.29, d.f. = 4,

The results, of the anal7sis of who most desired the divorce -(amOng

divor,zed subjects) indicataf. a Significant association between CA ieVal and

desire for.divorce (chisql.:nre 6.12, d.f. 2, p Mile both

moderate.and high C. Deople sw7 themselves nostWanting the divorte, low

CA people terJorted-that theLtr spouses wanted it mote (See Table 3).

The results relating to CA level and number of children are reported in.

table 4. The cni-squire analysis'whiC1 include,1 all three CA levels failed tc

show a significant relationship at the 'DI% --:et alpha level (.05). however,

the observed pattern was sgestive. .)7_t hoc c=parison of the extreme CA

2 0
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conditions yielded a significant resurt'(chi-sguare 5.55, p<.05) indicating

people with high CA are:less likely to have fore than one child than are

people with low CI.

Discussion

Conclusions drawn from the results of thi Jt:.dy must iDe tempered :):1,

, erLanding of the population from which the subject sample.was drawn.

Mile in this exploratory study we were most interested in college graduates,

and selected.this sample because it was'com7)osed entirely c: such individuals,"

the fact that all subjects were teachers arcues convincing27 against'aSsuming

the sample to be representative of all colle7a (Iraduates. This is particularly

imt=tant in cur interpretation of the results relating to =he research questions

Cor,-erning divorca. Only eight,percent of our sample was divorced', far,fewer

the: wouldhe kound in a representative sample of college ..7raduates. Tlith

the L:! reservations in rind, we 'may draw some/tentative conclusions that may

be 3-Jggestive, of directions for-JUture research.

The conclusion that we may dray with most confidence is that college

"grauates with high levels of CA tend td-marry upon graduation., . Oyer.half

of-tne-sUbjects-in-this study-who had high7levels7ak-CA7-married.at-ages-21

Or 2, the:typical age of college 'graduation. ,no similar pattern was observed

for people with lower leyelSOf CA. This finding suggests that. the social

behavior of college students With.hiah CA is not unique to the c011ege setting

but continues into marriage after graduation. ln fact, the perdentage of

hichly apprehensive college students who were found to engage in steady.

dating (549,3)4 was,exactlythe same percentage we found to marry,upon graduation.

gith respect to CP and divorce., this study does not permit firm conclusions.,

'The small sample of divorced persons we obtained suggests thlatour-non-signifi-

cant- finding Concerning dA and probability of being divorced could-well

he a function of low-po7er:7 Out-finding that divorced people with law CA-are

more likely to,view their_spouse as Wanting the divorce while moderates'and

highs see themselves as wanting'the divorce, while intriguing, must.be -

replicated before it, can be interpreted ,with confidence.

.'The results obtained concerning marital'happiness also:must he interpreted

withlextreme coution. Mile the scale employed to.measUre haPpiness hap a .

degree of face validity,its reliabilityjs unknownandmay suffer from. .

extreme impact cf social desirability. As indicated in table. 3; the overwhelking

majority of subjects at all CAevels viewed their marriage as very happy.:

-;evertheless, alsignificant difference was Observed which suggests.that People

'with law:leyels of CA may be moxe likely than others to view their marriage

asNi.mhappy: .

Theiresults concerning the possible relationshi-J Letween level of cr and:

number ofehildren, although-of marginalstatistical significance, are ,intrigu-...

.ing. The pattern observed was that 'as CT levl increases, nuMber of ch4.1dren

decreases. HoWever sine-6 the-rmedian faniPT size reported in:this stUdy was

-astantially belownational norms; this --)hase of the study clearly needs

ren.lication bekoreNfirm Conclusions are drew:1-
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TA3LE, 1

Frequency and Percentage of ige of Marriage by CA Level*

Marriage Age Low

CA Level
floderate High

Below 21
Frequency 24 97 17

Percentage 30.8 32.3 21.5

21 or 22
Frequency 25 311 43

Percentage 2.1 37.0 54.4

Over.22
Frecuency 29 92 19

Percentage 37.2 20,7 24.1

* Chi-square = 10.71, 4 d.f., p

TABLE 2

Frequencv and Percentage of Reported Happiness Level by CA Level*

Happiness Level Low
CA Level'
Moderate High

Low
Frequendy
Percentage

9
13.4

Moderate
Frequency.
Percentage 17.9

23

8.6
3,

4.

47 21

17.5 30.4

High
Frequency 46 199 45

Percentage 66:7 73.9 65.2

* Chi-square = 4,d.f., p (.02. Reduced sample size is a resUltof
exclusion cf divOrced subjects and failure of some subjects to complete

this scale-
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TABLE 3

Frequency and Percentage of T.Ifho Most Tlanted Divorce by CA Level*

,CA Level

Uho Vlanted Divorce Low Moderate. oHigh

Self
.

Frequency
Percentage

2

28.6

20

74.1 80.0

Spouse
Frequency 5 7 2

Percentage 171.4 25.9 20.0

* Chi-square = 6.12, d.f. = 2, p < .05.

TABLE 4 .

Number of Children by CA, Level*

CA'Level

NuMber of Children I

Low Moderate ,High

None. or One

Frequency
Percentage.

Two-or More
requency
Percentage

45 18 61

57.7 65.3 :75.3

33

42.3
105
34.7

20

24.7

* Chi-square (including 3 CA levels) = 5.56, cr.f.,= 4, p i.lO. ,

Chi-square (high CA and low CA only) = 5.55, d..f. = 2, p <.03.
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